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Abstract 


This paper examines whether replacing the Harry Nice Bridge will provide social benefits to the 


residents of Maryland and Virginia using cost benefit analysis. This cost benefit analysis is an in 


medias res and will follow the nine steps of a cost benefit analysis using information and data 


specific to the project. Of the 14 alternatives available, the constituents with standing in 


Maryland and Virginia chose alternative 7. The benefit impact categories included travel cost 


savings, vehicle cost savings, safety benefits, and toll revenues. Cost impact categories consisted 


of construction as well as operations and maintenance. The discount rate used was 1.25 percent 


while the growth rate used was the average for Maryland and Virginia at 2.60 percent. With a 


useful life of 45 years, the NPV was found to be positive. The sensitivity analysis gave greater 


insight as to under what conditions the NPV for the project becomes negative. 
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Cost Benefit Analysis of the Harry W. Nice Bridge Improvement Project 


INTRODUCTION  


According to the Maryland Transportation Authority, (2014) “The Governor Harry W. 


Nice Memorial Bridge carries US 301 over the Potomac River between Maryland and Virginia. 


It is the second oldest of the Maryland Transportation Authority's (MDTA) seven facilities. The 


opening of the bridge on Dec. 15, 1940, gave MDTA customers a new route to the South. Before 


the bridge was built, travelers heading from eastern and southern Maryland to Richmond and 


Norfolk, and points further south, crawled through Washington, D.C., along US 1” and “There 


were no bridges across the Potomac River south of the nation's capital prior to Dec. 1940.” In 


addition to its usefulness to the residents of Maryland and Virginia, it provides an alternate route 


for national carriers and vacationers to bypass the congestion usually associated with the 


Woodrow Wilson Bridge and Interstate 95 to its north.   
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The Harry Nice Bridge has seen an ever increasing volume of vehicles cross its span 


since it first opened to the public nearly 75 years ago. As a result of this as well as the exposure 


to normal wear and tear, rehabilitation efforts began 43 years after its initial construction was 


complete. As noted by Smith (2008), “A major rehabilitation of the bridge deck took place in 


1985.” (p. 1). While the rehabilitation was successful, the bridge continued to see higher volumes 


of vehicle traffic causing increased stress on the aging structure.  


The current bridge is 1.7 miles long, has only one lane of travel in each direction, has 


narrow lanes, no shoulder, and has a steep vertical grade making it hard for larger vehicles to 


maintain speed while traveling up the hill (Maryland Transportation Authority, 2014). The 


improvement project intends to eliminate these deficiencies and build a bridge that will provide 


sufficient capacity to support calendar year 2030 volume estimates (Smith, 2008 p. 1).  


STEP 1: SPECIFY THE SET OF ALTERNATIVE PROJECTS 


Ultimately, there were 14 alternatives proposed to this project. They are listed in the 


below table: 


Alternative Improvement Type 


1 No-Build (Maintain Status Quo) 


2 New 2-Lane Bridge to the South, Rehabilitate Existing Bridge 


3 New 2-Lane Bridge to the South, Replace Existing Bridge 


4 New 2-Lane Bridge to the North, Rehabilitate Existing Bridge 


5 New 2-Lane Bridge to the North, Replace Existing Bridge 


6 New 4-Lane Bridge to the South, Remove Existing Bridge 


7 New 4-Lane Bridge to the North, Remove Existing Bridge 


8 Off Existing Alignment, Rehabilitate Existing Bridge 
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9 Shift the Roadway 


10 Build a Tunnel 


11 Build a Stacked Deck Bridge 


12 Build a 3-Lane Bridge with Movable Barrier 


13 Implement Transportation System Management/Travel Demand Management 


14 Transit 


Table 1: Alternatives to the Harry Nice Bridge Improvement Project (Smith, 2008, p. 6, 17) 


Of the 14 alternatives listed above, the last seven were dismissed due to a number of 


costly or undesirable environmental impacts. This left the first seven to be considered by the 


residents of Maryland and Virginia. The popular vote was in favor of alternative seven and after 


scrutiny of the Final Environmental Document and Completed Project Planning Studies; the 


Federal Highway Administration approved this alternative. Due to its approval, alternative seven 


is the alternative that was used for this cost benefit analysis (Maryland Transportation 


Authority).  


STEP 2: DECIDE WHOSE BENEFITS AND COSTS COUNT (STANDING) 


As noted by Boardman, Greenberg, Vining, & Weimer (2011), “Next, the analysis must 


decide who has standing; that is, whose benefits and costs should be included.” (p. 7).  As 


mentioned earlier, this project will have impacts to many businesses and vacationers that use 


Route 301 to get to and from their destinations. However, the bridge connects the states of 


Maryland and Virginia and has a direct and daily impact on the constituents of those states. 


Therefore, the residents of Maryland and Virginia were giving standing in this analysis and it 


was their benefits and costs that were included.  


STEP 3: IDENTIFY THE IMPACT CATEGORIES, CATALOGUE THEM AND 


SELECT THE MEASUREMENT INDICATORS 
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 The cost and benefit categories for this analysis are listed in the below table: 


Project Costs Project Benefits 


Construction Travel Cost Savings 


Operations and Maintenance Vehicle Cost Savings 


 Safety Benefits 


 Toll Revenues 


Table 2: Costs and Benefits of the Harry Nice Bridge Improvement Project 


The primary costs associated with the project are construction as well as operations and 


maintenance. Construction costs for the improvement project were obtained from documents 


published by the Maryland Transportation Authority. The operations and maintenance costs were 


extrapolated from the Francis Scott Key Bridge which is also located in Maryland, is a four lane 


bridge, and is nearly the same length at 1.6 miles long (Maryland Transportation Authority).  


The benefits used include the travel costs saved, vehicle costs saved, safety benefits, and 


toll revenues. While the distance of the bridge remains the same, the addition of a lane in each 


direction and the assumed increase in the posted speed limit will decrease the time it takes to 


cross the bridge. This decrease in travel time along with the reduction of traffic congestion will 


save wear and tear on the vehicles that cross the bridge. While an increase in the posted speed 


limit may seem like it would negatively impact safety, the roadways leading to the bridge are 


higher causing a significant decrease in speed that has the potential to cause accidents. This 


increase in speed along with the other improvements including the lane widening and added 


shoulder will increase safety and is calculated using potential lives saved. Finally, the toll 


revenue was taken from the current cost to cross the bridge which is six dollars per vehicle.  


STEP 4: PREDICT THE IMPACTS QUANTITATIVELY OVER THE LIFE OF THE  
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PROJECT 


 
The first cost that impacts the life of the project is the construction cost; it was applied 


only at the beginning of the project. According to the Maryland Transportation Authority, 


“Governor Larry Hogan announced $765 million in funding for construction of a new Potomac 


River crossing from Charles County, Maryland, to King George County, Virginia.” The second 


cost, operations and maintenance, was applied every year of the life of the bridge beginning the 


first year. Based on the operations and maintenance of the Francis Scott Key Bridge, which 


closely resembles what the new Harry Nice Bridge will look like when construction is complete, 


the cost will be $8,153,668 (Maryland Transportation Authority).  


Travel cost savings was the first benefit researched, it was discounted at the end of each 


year beginning with the first year. The posted speed limit on the Francis Scott Key Bridge is 55 


miles per hour and since this is our model for the improvement project, the assumption is that the 


new bridge will also have a posted speed limit of 55 miles per hour (Kozel, 2006). The time it 


takes to cross the bridge was then calculated at the old speed and the assumed new speed. Both 


were multiplied by the proportion of wages dedicated to personal travel, the discount rate, and 


the average adults per vehicle. This number was added to the product of the operating cost, the 


length of the bridge, and the discount rate. The sum was then divided by the average number of 


persons per vehicle.  This sum was then multiplied by the total number of vehicles that will cross 


the bridge. Finally, the benefit cost was found by subtracting the costs at 55 miles per hour from 


the costs at 45 miles per hour. These steps were repeated for the proportion of wages dedicated to 


business travel for each state. The below table represent the data used to calculate the travel cost 


savings: 


 Maryland Virginia 
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Percent of Personal Travel 82.1 80.7 


Percent of Business Travel 17.9 19.3 


Average Wage Rate Per Hour $23.00 $25.63 


Number of Adults per 


Vehicle 


1.08 0.79 


Number of People per 


Vehicle 


1.58 1.18 


Table 3: Data Used to Calculate Travel Cost Savings 


Numbers of adults per vehicle, percent of personal travel, and percent of business travel 


was taken from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Average wage rates per hour for both 


states were used from the Bureau of Labor Statistics while the total numbers of residents in each 


state were from the U.S. Census Bureau; this total number of residents was divided by the 


number of registered vehicles in each state to find the number of people per vehicle. Discount 


rates were the same for both states and were found to be 1.25 percent as published by the U.S. 


Federal Reserve. Operating costs of $0.20 per mile were taken from statistics published by the 


Federal Highway Administration while the number of vehicles that cross the bridge annually at 


11,195,000 was derived from current data published by the Maryland Transportation Authority 


about the Francis Scott Key Bridge. 


The second benefit was vehicle cost savings and was focused on fuel; this benefit was 


also discounted at the end of each year starting with the first year. Using the time calculated 


above for both 45 miles per hour and 55 miles per hour, they were multiplied by the number of 


hours in a work week and by the number of weeks in a year. This product was then multiplied by 


the average fuel used per state to get the gallons of gas consumed per vehicle. Multiplying this 
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by the national average for gas prices resulted in the average cost savings per vehicle. Finally, 


this was multiplied by the number of vehicles expected to cross the bridge annually to find the 


total cost benefit. The average fuel use in Maryland was 843.2 gallons per vehicle per year and in 


Virginia was 684.43 gallons per vehicle per year as published by the Federal Highway 


Administration. The national average for fuel was $2.45, according to the U.S. Department of 


Energy, while the number of vehicles that crossed the bridge annually remained 11,195,000.  


 Third, safety benefits were calculated based on the value of a statistical life and as with 


the other two benefits, it was discounted at the end of each year starting the first year. The 


numbers of fatalities in each state were found per 100 million miles driven from the Bureau of 


Transportation Statistics. This number was divided by the 100 million to find the number of 


fatalities per mile then multiplied by the length of the bridge in miles and the number of vehicles 


that cross annually to find the probability of death. Dividing the average wage in each state by 


their probability of death resulted in their value of statistical life. Numbers of fatalities per 100 


million miles in Maryland was 0.82 and in Virginia was 0.92. The length of the bridge and the 


number of vehicles remained the same at 1.7 miles and 11,195,000 respectively while the 


average wage rates per hour from table 3 were used. 


 The fourth and final benefit was the toll revenue. Current toll rates were used to calculate 


the toll revenue as the assumption is that it will not change once the improvement project is 


complete. Currently numbers from the Maryland Transportation Authority have the toll at $6 per 


vehicle; this was multiplied by the expected annual traffic of 11,195,000 vehicles.  


STEP 5: MONETIZE (ATTACH DOLLAR VALUE TO) ALL IMPACTS 
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 The below table shows the monetized values for all of the benefit and cost impacts that 


were calculated as part of the improvement project. All values listed are in standard dollar 


amounts: 


Cost Amount 


Construction $765,000,000 


Operations and Maintenance $8,153,668 


  


Benefits Amount 


Travel Cost Savings $43,285 


Vehicle Cost Savings $138,361 


Safety Benefits $611,026 


Toll Revenue $67,170,000 


Table 4: Monetized Impacts for the Harry Nice Bridge Improvement Project 


STEP 6: DISCOUNT BENEFITS AND COSTS TO OBTAIN PRESENT VALUES 


 The below table lists the present net values of the improvement project, 45 years was 


used as the project life as it represents the average time a bridge is in use before it requires major 


rehabilitation: 


Yea


r 


Constructio


n 


Cost 


Operationa


l 


Cost 


Annual 


Benefit 


Toll 


Revenue 


Annual 


NB 


PV Annual 


NB 


0 $765,000,000 $0 $0 $0 


-


$765,000,000 


-


$765,000,000 


1 $0 $8,153,668 


$242,75


0 


$67,170,00


0 $59,259,082 $58,527,488 
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2 $0 $8,153,668 


$236,59


8 


$67,170,00


0 $59,252,930 $57,798,926 


3 $0 $8,153,668 


$230,60


3 


$67,170,00


0 $59,246,935 $57,079,583 


4 $0 $8,153,668 


$224,75


9 


$67,170,00


0 $59,241,091 $56,369,336 


5 $0 $8,153,668 


$219,06


3 


$67,170,00


0 $59,235,395 $55,668,066 


6 $0 $8,153,668 


$213,51


2 


$67,170,00


0 $59,229,844 $54,975,653 


7 $0 $8,153,668 


$208,10


1 


$67,170,00


0 $59,224,433 $54,291,981 


8 $0 $8,153,668 


$202,82


8 


$67,170,00


0 $59,219,160 $53,616,935 


9 $0 $8,153,668 


$197,68


8 


$67,170,00


0 $59,214,020 $52,950,402 


10 $0 $8,153,668 


$192,67


8 


$67,170,00


0 $59,209,010 $52,292,269 


11 $0 $8,153,668 


$187,79


6 


$67,170,00


0 $59,204,128 $51,642,426 


12 $0 $8,153,668 


$183,03


7 


$67,170,00


0 $59,199,369 $51,000,765 
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13 $0 $8,153,668 


$178,39


8 


$67,170,00


0 $59,194,730 $50,367,179 


14 $0 $8,153,668 


$173,87


7 


$67,170,00


0 $59,190,209 $49,741,563 


15 $0 $8,153,668 


$169,47


1 


$67,170,00


0 $59,185,803 $49,123,813 


16 $0 $8,153,668 


$165,17


7 


$67,170,00


0 $59,181,509 $48,513,825 


17 $0 $8,153,668 


$160,99


1 


$67,170,00


0 $59,177,323 $47,911,500 


18 $0 $8,153,668 


$156,91


1 


$67,170,00


0 $59,173,243 $47,316,738 


19 $0 $8,153,668 


$152,93


5 


$67,170,00


0 $59,169,267 $46,729,441 


20 $0 $8,153,668 


$149,05


9 


$67,170,00


0 $59,165,391 $46,149,511 


21 $0 $8,153,668 


$145,28


2 


$67,170,00


0 $59,161,614 $45,576,854 


22 $0 $8,153,668 


$141,60


0 


$67,170,00


0 $59,157,932 $45,011,376 


23 $0 $8,153,668 


$138,01


2 


$67,170,00


0 $59,154,344 $44,452,983 
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24 $0 $8,153,668 


$134,51


5 


$67,170,00


0 $59,150,847 $43,901,585 


25 $0 $8,153,668 


$131,10


6 


$67,170,00


0 $59,147,438 $43,357,091 


26 $0 $8,153,668 


$127,78


4 


$67,170,00


0 $59,144,116 $42,819,413 


27 $0 $8,153,668 


$124,54


5 


$67,170,00


0 $59,140,877 $42,288,463 


28 $0 $8,153,668 


$121,38


9 


$67,170,00


0 $59,137,721 $41,764,154 


29 $0 $8,153,668 


$118,31


3 


$67,170,00


0 $59,134,645 $41,246,402 


30 $0 $8,153,668 


$115,31


5 


$67,170,00


0 $59,131,647 $40,735,122 


31 $0 $8,153,668 


$112,39


3 


$67,170,00


0 $59,128,725 $40,230,231 


32 $0 $8,153,668 


$109,54


5 


$67,170,00


0 $59,125,877 $39,731,647 


33 $0 $8,153,668 


$106,76


9 


$67,170,00


0 $59,123,101 $39,239,291 


34 $0 $8,153,668 


$104,06


3 


$67,170,00


0 $59,120,395 $38,753,082 
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35 $0 $8,153,668 


$101,42


6 


$67,170,00


0 $59,117,758 $38,272,941 


36 $0 $8,153,668 $98,856 


$67,170,00


0 $59,115,188 $37,798,792 


37 $0 $8,153,668 $96,350 


$67,170,00


0 $59,112,682 $37,330,559 


38 $0 $8,153,668 $93,909 


$67,170,00


0 $59,110,241 $36,868,165 


39 $0 $8,153,668 $91,529 


$67,170,00


0 $59,107,861 $36,411,536 


40 $0 $8,153,668 $89,210 


$67,170,00


0 $59,105,542 $35,960,600 


41 $0 $8,153,668 $86,949 


$67,170,00


0 $59,103,281 $35,515,283 


42 $0 $8,153,668 $84,746 


$67,170,00


0 $59,101,078 $35,075,515 


43 $0 $8,153,668 $82,598 


$67,170,00


0 $59,098,930 $34,641,225 


44 $0 $8,153,668 $80,505 


$67,170,00


0 $59,096,837 $34,212,344 


45 $0 $8,153,668 $78,465 


$67,170,00


0 $59,094,797 $33,788,803 


Net Present Value = $1,262,050,858 
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Table 5: Net Present Values of the Harry Nice Bridge Improvement Project 


STEP 7: COMPUTE THE NET PRESENT VALUE OF EACH ALTERNATIVE 


 As previously mentioned, although there were 14 alternatives, one was approved making 


computing the net present value for each alternative irrelevant. Further, as this is an in medias res 


cost-benefit analysis, the net present value of each alternative was omitted. 


STEP 8: PERFORM SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 


 Partial sensitivity analysis was performed by changing only the discount rate, the growth 


rate, or the toll price per vehicle. The below table represents the results of the sensitivity 


analysis: 


Discount Rate Net Present Value (NPV) 


0.01 $1,370,651,373 


0.02 $980,063,046 


0.03 $686,025,476 


0.04 $461,335,484 


0.05 $287,069,441 


0.06 $149,925,879 


0.07 $40,455,905 


0.08 -$48,124,884 


0.09 -$120,740,743 


  


Growth Rate Net Present Value (NPV) 


0.01 $1,263,668,379 


0.02 $1,262,578,660 
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0.03 $1,261,741,349 


0.04 $1,261,088,552 


0.05 $1,260,572,298 


0.06 $1,260,158,341 


0.07 $1,259,821,969 


0.08 $1,259,545,161 


0.09 $1,259,314,633 


  


Toll Price Net Present Value (NPV) 


$1 -$655,550,109 


$2 -$272,029,916 


$3 $111,490,278 


$4 $495,010,471 


$5 $878,530,665 


$6 $1,262,050,858 


$7 $1,645,571,052 


$8 $2,029,091,246 


$9 $2,412,611,439 


Table 6: Sensitivity Analysis of the Harry Nice Bridge Improvement Project 


STEP 9: MAKE A RECOMMENDATION 


 The data shows a positive value for the present net benefit and according to Boardman, et 


al (2011), “The basic decision rule for a single alternative project (relative to the status quo) is 
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simple: adopt the project if its NPV is positive.” (p. 13). Therefore, it is my recommendation to 


continue with the project.   


CONCLUSION 


 Using the Francis Scott Key Bridge as a model and the constituents of Maryland and 


Virginia as those with standing, impacts were identified and quantified to show that the Harry 


Nice Bridge improvement project will positively impact those residents. This will continue to be 


the case as long as the discount rate remains below seven percent. As previously mentioned, the 


toll revenue was based on the current rate for the Harry Nice Bridge but the improvement project 


will still provide benefits if it is lowered to $4 which is the current toll for the Francis Scott Key 


Bridge. 
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